FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dream Report 5.0 is Released
An Optimized Solution for Front and Back Office Analytics
March 7, 2019 – Ocean Data Systems (ODS), the market leader in industrial reports and dashboards,
announced that Dream Report 5.0 has been released.
Dream Report 5.0 is a major release, delivering significant enhancements over typical maintenance releases.
The most significant enhancement is the incorporation of an additional dashboard technology, tailored for use
in front office applications (business analytics, database connectivity and dynamic filtering). This new
dashboard also offers access to the wide range of Dream Report analytics and data sources. Whereas Dream
Report was viewed as an Industrial solution in the past, today, through this optional interface, it delivers both
industrial and business analytics to satisfy all plant operations and management personnel. A variety of IT
solutions have been available for business analytics and dashboards. Now, there is one solution to satisfy
BOTH business and industrial analytics requirements.
Additional enhancements include “Internet of Things” connectivity (IOT, IIOT, Industry 4.0, Industrie 4.0)
through a new MQTT / JSON interface, analytics sharing with other automation solutions through an OPC DA
Server, XML output data formats for data transfer with automated systems, and much more.
Follow this link for a complete list of Dream Report 5.0 enhancements.
“We are constantly enhancing Dream Report for our customers and all markets,” explained Roy Kok, VP Sales
and Marketing for Ocean Data Systems. “This release has been in the works for a very long time, even while
other maintenance updates have been released. As a strategic release, it is given a major release number
(5.0) and existing customers will need to either upgrade or be on an annual support program to receive it. I
should also mention that with 5.0, subscription-based licensing is also available.”
About Ocean Data Systems
Founded in 2004, Ocean Data Systems develops software solutions for industrial compliance and
performance; reports, dashboards, and ad-hoc analysis and troubleshooting. The product, Dream Report, is
the leading “purpose built” solution for the automation industry and the “Internet of Things (IOT).” Dream
Report delivers both local and Internet connectivity to all major HMI/SCADA, Historian and business data
sources through either proprietary or industry standard drivers. Dream Report’s markets include process,
hybrid and discrete; with special functionality for Life Sciences (Pharmaceutical and Biotech), Water,
Wastewater, Heat Treat, Building Automation, Energy Management and Manufacturing Operations.
www.DreamReport.net
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